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Spandau 2000 he served as hitler s architect the undisputed master of the german war machine and the one responsible for conscripted foreign labor
in the third reich and when albert speer was captured and sentenced at nuremberg after becoming the only defendant to plead guilty he started
keeping this secret diary much of it on toilet paper after 20 years of imprisonment he found 25 000 of the smuggled pages waiting for him and from
those entries he shaped this deeply powerful document albert speer s book is a deeply moving document it is also of extraordinary political and
psychological interest a must for anyone interested in psychological motivation of political action and the problem of guilt and repentance but beyond
this it is so fascinatingly written that i could not put it down before i finished it erich fromm
Spandau 1976-01-01 these prison diaries of hitler s chief architect and minister of armament and war production couple a record of his 20 year
incarceration in spandau prison along with hess shirach doenitz et al with his recollections of the third reich
Spandau 1976 from 1942 speer was the second most powerful man in the reich and hitler s right hand man gitta sereny through twelve years of
research and through many conversations with speer his friends and colleagues reveals how speer came to terms with his own acts and failures to act
his progress from moral extinction to moral self education and the question of his real culpability in the nazi crimes
Albert Speer: His Battle With Truth 2017-01-26 albert speer remains the most mysterious character of the leadership of the nazi regime he was
the chief architect of the third reich and adolf hitler s confidant speer built the reichskanzlei official offices discovered the lightdome and was finally
in 1942 named as the minister for arms but he characterised himself as apolitical called hitler s hatred of jews an anomaly and the conspirators of the
20th july placed speer s name on their cabinet list here at last are the memoirs of the mysterious albert speer the good nazi joachim fest s records of
conversations with speer provide a fascinating insight into the psyche of hitler s architect this book is a vital contribution towards the understanding
of the psychology of the national socialist leadership fest has created a volume that provides a unique portrait of a member of the nazi party until now
clouded in mystery
Albert Speer 2007-07-10 a portrait of germany s world war ii armaments minister considers his rise from unemployed architect to designer of the
third reich s most important buildings personal relationship with hitler and considerable ambition
Speer 2001 the best single volume available on the torturous life and savage reign of adolf hitler time a bestseller in its original german edition and
subsequently translated into more than a dozen languages joachim fest s hitler has become a classic portrait of a man a nation and an era fest tells
and interprets the extraordinary story of a man s and nation s rise from impotence to absolute power as germany and hitler from shared premises
entered into their covenant he shows hitler exploiting the resentments of the shaken post world war i social order and seeing through all that was
hollow behind the appearance of power at home and abroad fest reveals the singularly penetrating politician hypnotizing germans and outsiders alike
with the scope of his projects and the theatricality of their presentation perhaps most importantly he also brilliantly uncovers the destructive
personality that aimed for and achieved devastation on an unprecedented scale as history and biography this is a towering achievement a compelling
story told in a way only a german could tell it dispassionately but from the inside time
Hitler 2013-02-01 das ende einer legende speer und die lüge von der aufrichtigen reue seit 1931 nsdap mitglied und bald ein vertrauter hitlers wurde
albert speer rasch zum architekten des rassenstaates im krieg engagierte er sich als rüstungsminister unermüdlich für den totalen kampf und die
vernichtungsmaschinerie gleichwohl behauptete er nach kriegsende stets distanziert ja eigentlich unpolitisch und gar kein richtiger nazi gewesen zu
sein magnus brechtken zeigt wie es speer gelang diese legende zu verbreiten und wie millionen deutsche sie begierig aufnahmen um sich selbst zu
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entschulden brechtken renommierter zeithistoriker und stellvertretender direktor des münchner instituts für zeitgeschichte beschreibt nicht nur wie
markant speers stilisierung als angeblich unpolitischer techniker den historischen tatsachen widerspricht auf der basis jahrelanger recherchen und
vieler bislang unbekannter quellen schildert er zugleich wie millionen deutsche speers fabeln mit eifer übernahmen um sich die eigene vergangenheit
schönzureden und wie sehr intellektuelle namentlich joachim fest und wolf jobst siedler diese legendenbildung unterstützten die verblüffende
biographie eines umtriebigen manipulators und zugleich ein lehrstück für den deutschen umgang mit der eigenen geschichte
Albert Speer 2017-06-05 an intriguing account of two of nazi germany s top architects and how their work prolonged the war for months includes
hundreds of photos wwii history a selection of the military book club while nazi germany s temporary ascendancy owed much to military skill the
talent of its engineers not only buoyed the regime but allowed it to survive longer than would normally be expected this unique work focusing on fritz
todt and albert speer is based on many previously unpublished photographs and artwork from captured nazi records todt was the brilliant builder of
the world s first superhighway system the autobahn and the architect of the german west wall the siegfried line that predated the later atlantic and
east walls the builder of each of the wartime führer headquarters as well as the submarine pens todt was killed in a still mysterious airplane crash
that may well have been a nazi death plot though he was given a state funeral by hitler todt was succeeded as german minister of armaments and war
production by the führer s longtime personal architect albert speer who was described by the allies after the war as having prolonged the conflict by
at least a year called a genius by hitler speer designed and built the prewar nuremberg nazi party congress rally stands and buildings more
importantly amid the constant rain of allied bombs and the soviet advances from the east speer managed to keep the german industrial machine
running until the spring of 1945 though it was driven ever further underground he also allocated resources to fortifications and counterattacks like
the v missile installations against both west and east in attempts to stave off defeat convicted as a war criminal at nuremberg speer served twenty
years at spandau prison and remained a nazi apologist who died in london in 1981 on the anniversary of the german invasion of poland together todt
and speer were the pillars that propped up the third reich through the vicissitudes of battlefield fortune with over three hundred photographs this is
the first work that examines their role in history s most terrible war
Hitler's Engineers 2010-09-09 josef goebbels hermann goring heinrich himmler rudolph hess albert speer and karl donitz these were the men who
smoothed adolf hitler s path to power and became the perpetrators of a reign of terror unparalleled in history they were the supporters and executives
at hitler s regime carrying out his orders with deadly efficiency this radical new assessment of power under the swastika reveals many unknown facts
and gives a unique but disturbing glimpse behind the scenes of the nazi state an tv journalist and presenter guido knopp has unearthed a wealth of
new material about the third reich based on meticulous research and countless interviews this is essential reading for anyone interested in hitler and
the second world war
Hitler's Henchmen 2016-09-14 at the nuremberg war crimes tribunal albert speer hitler s one time number two persuaded the judges that he knew
nothing of the holocaust and related atrocities narrowly escaping execution he was sentenced to twenty years in spandau prison berlin in 1961 the
newly commissioned author as the british army spandau guard commander was befriended by speer who taught him german adrian greaves record of
his conversations with speer over a three year period make for fascinating reading while the top nazi admitted to greaves his secret part in war crimes
after his 1966 release he determinedly denied any wrongdoing and became an intriguing and popular figure at home and abroad following speer s
death in 1981 evidence emerged of his complicity in hitler s and the nazi s atrocities in this uniquely revealing book the author skilfully blends his own
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personal experiences and relationship with speer with a succinct history of the nazi movement and the horrors of the 1930s and 1940s in so doing new
light is thrown on the character of one of the 20th century s most notorious characters
Albert Speer—Escaping the Gallows 2021-08-30 this volume contains the best of david edgar s work from the seventies the jail diary of albie sachs is
an adaptation of the famous south african writer s diaries and deals with solitary confinement and loneliness a remarkable persuasive picture
observer mary barnes is based in a commune in the sixties and focuses on schizophrenia promulgating the theory that schizophrenia can be effectively
treated through behaviourist methods alone saigon rose tackles venereal disease and is intriguing and entertaining edgar handles his themes loss of
innocence and a sense of betrayal in a bitty playful style laced with black comedy independent oh fair jerusalem deals with the black death and
destiny deals with the loss of empire and the rise of fascism in contemporary britain a play which astonished me with its intelligence density sympathy
and finely controlled anger dennis potter sunday times
Nazi Lady 1978 albert speer was not only hitler s architect and armaments minister but the fuhrer s closest friend his unhappy love speer was one of
the few defendants at the nuremberg trials to take responsibility for nazi war crimes even as he denied knowledge of the holocaust now this enigma of
a man is unveiled in a monumental biography by a writer who came to know speer intimately in his final years out of hundreds of hours of interviews
sereny unravels the threads of speer s personality the genius that made him indispensable to the german war machine the conscience that drove him
to repent and the emotional wounds that made him susceptible to hitler s lethal magnetism read as an inside account of the third reich or as a
revelatory unsparing yet compassionate study of the human capacity for evil albert speer his battle with truth is a triumph fascinating not only a major
addition to our knowledge of the third reich but a stunning attempt to understand the nature of good and evil newsday more than a biography it also
constitutes a perceptive re examination of the mysterious appeal of adolf hitler san francisco chronicle from the trade paperback edition
Edgar Plays: 1 2015-12-31 the classic eye witness account of nazi germany by hitler s armaments minister and right hand man inside the third reich
is not only the most significant personal german account to come out of the war but the most revealing document on the hitler phenomenon yet
written it takes the reader inside nazi germany on four different levels hitler s inner circle national socialism as a whole the area of wartime
production and the inner struggle of albert speer the author does not try to make excuses even by implication and is unrelenting toward himself and
his associates speer s full length portrait of hitler has unnerving reality the führer emerges as neither an incompetent nor a carpet gnawing madman
but as an evil genius of warped conceits endowed with an ineffable personal magic new york times
Albert Speer 1997-06-17 the recent dedication of the world war ii memorial and the sixtieth anniversary commemoration of d day remind us of the
hold that world war ii still has over america s sense of itself but the selective process of memory has radically shaped our picture of the conflict why
else for instance was a 1995 smithsonian exhibition on hiroshima that was to include photographs of the first atomic bomb victims along with their
testimonials considered so controversial and why do we so readily remember the civilian bombings of britain but not those of dresden hamburg and
tokyo marianna torgovnick argues that we have lived since the end of world war ii under the power of a war complex a set of repressed ideas and
impulses that stems from our unresolved attitudes toward the technological acceleration of mass death this complex has led to gaps and hesitations in
public discourse about atrocities committed during the war itself and it remains an enduring wartime consciousness one most recently animated on
september 11 showing how different events from world war ii became prominent in american cultural memory while others went forgotten or remain
hidden in plain sight the war complex moves deftly from war films and historical works to television specials and popular magazines to define the
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image and influence of world war ii in our time torgovnick also explores the 1961 trial of adolf eichmann the emotional legacy of the holocaust and the
treatment of world war ii s missing history by writers such as w g sebald to reveal the unease we feel at our dependence on those who hold the power
of total war thinking anew then about how we account for war to each other and ourselves torgovnick ultimately and movingly shows how these
anxieties and fears have prepared us to think about september 11 and our current war in iraq
Inside The Third Reich 2015-11-26 in this fascinating volume nicholas o shaughnessy elucidates the phenomenon of the nazi propaganda machine via
the perspective of consumer marketing conceptualising the reich as a product campaign building on his acclaimed selling hitler 2016 he uses
marketing scholarship to show how propaganda and political marketing existed not merely as an instrument of government in nazi germany but as the
very medium of government itself marketing the third reich explores the insidious connection between a mass culture and a political movement and
how the cultures of consumption and politics influence and infect each other consumerised politics and politicised consumption ultimately its concern
is with the engineering of consent the troubling matter of how public opinion can be manufactured and governments elected via sophisticated
methodologies of persuasion developed in the consumer economy nazism functioned as a brand packaging almost everything with persuasive purpose
revealing obvious parallels between adolf hitler s use of the living theatre of politics and our present public political dramaturgy between nazi lies and
our post truth the book raises the chilling question was hitler ahead of his time this radical original in depth study will be an invaluable resource for
all scholars of marketing history political marketing propaganda and history
The War Complex 2008-06 himmler s diary 1945 a calendar of events leading to suicide is an exceptional work with unpublished diary entries made by
himmler that shows in detail how the third reich fell to ruin in its final bloody year reichsfuhrer ss heinrich himmler was instigator of the largest
programme of racial mass murder in history 1 january 1945 saw heinrich himmler at his peak in nazi germany controlling the entire german police
force including the gestapo all ss organisations and nazi minister of the interior his powers extended into the german army and included commander
of the replacement army and two army groups two field commands revealed his limitations and failure as army commander between january and may
1945 heinrich himmler vacillated showing a lack of vision action and decision at least he was able to gain control of v 2 rocket production and their
launch against britain he ordered all concentration camp inmates be shot before rescinding the order when his ss generals asked for instructions
himmler ordered them to show backbone as their commands had few bounds the swedes and swiss negotiated with himmler who allowed over 10 000
concentration camp prisoners taken to safety before hitler intervened himmler conducted peace feelers via the swedes before the german surrender
in may 1945 while trying to make contact with british field marshal montgomery these contacts went unanswered himmler was captured by the british
and then committed suicide on 23 may 1945
Marketing the Third Reich 2017-09-13 a new york times bestseller this landmark biography of hitler puts an emphasis on the man himself his
personality his temperament and his beliefs volker ullrich s hitler the first in a two volume biography has changed the way scholars and laypeople
alike understand the man who has become the personification of evil drawing on previously unseen papers and new scholarly research ullrich charts
hitler s life from his childhood through his experiences in the first world war and his subsequent rise as a far right leader focusing on the personality
behind the policies ullrich creates a vivid portrait of a man and his megalomania political skill and horrifying worldview hitler is an essential historical
biography with unsettling resonance in contemporary times a fascinating shakespearean parable about how the confluence of circumstance chance a
ruthless individual and the willful blindness of others can transform a country and in hitler s case lead to an unimaginable nightmare for the world
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michiko kakutani the new york times winner of the los angeles times book prize for biography
Himmler's Diary 1945: A Calendar of Events Leading to Suicide 2014-03-24 selected as a book of the year by the new york times times literary
supplement and the times despite his status as the most despised political figure in history there have only been four serious biographies of hitler
since the 1930s even more surprisingly his biographers have been more interested in his rise to power and his methods of leadership than in hitler the
person some have even declared that the führer had no private life yet to render hitler as a political animal with no personality to speak of as a man of
limited intelligence and poor social skills fails to explain the spell that he cast not only on those close to him but on the german people as a whole in
the first volume of this monumental biography volker ullrich sets out to correct our perception of the führer while charting in detail hitler s life from
his childhood to the eve of the second world war against the politics of the times ullrich unveils the man behind the public persona his charming and
repulsive traits his talents and weaknesses his deep seated insecurities and murderous passions drawing on a wealth of previously neglected or
unavailable sources this magisterial study provides the most rounded portrait of hitler to date ullrich renders the führer not as a psychopath but as a
master of seduction and guile and it is perhaps the complexity of his character that explains his enigmatic grip on the german people more
convincingly than the clichéd image of the monster this definitive biography will forever change the way we look at the man who took the world into
the abyss
Hitler: Ascent 2016-09-06 why would anyone commit a mass atrocity such as genocide crimes against humanity war crimes or terrorism this
question is at the core of the multi and interdisciplinary field of perpetrator studies a developing field which this book assesses in its full breadth for
the first time perpetrators of international crimes analyses the most prominent theories methods and evidence to determine what we know what we
think we know as well as the ethical implications of gathering this knowledge it traces the development of perpetrator studies whilst pushing the
boundaries of this emerging field the book includes contributions from experts from a wide array of disciplines including criminology history law
sociology psychology political science religious studies and anthropology they cover numerous case studies including prominent ones such as nazi
germany rwanda and the former yugoslavia but also those that are relatively under researched and more recent such as sri lanka and the islamic state
these have been investigated through various research methods including but not limited to trial observations and interviews
Hitler: Volume I 2016-03-03 this authoritative and comprehensive survey features over 2 400 entries subjects range from battles soldiers and
military activities to politics culture and the holocaust enlivened by 85 illustrations its panoramic perspective encompasses wwii s enduring influences
on the american way of life a unique and valuable look at the war general james doolittle
Perpetrators of International Crimes 2019-02-07 this richly illustrated book details the wide ranging construction and urban planning projects
launched across germany after the nazi party seized power the authors show that it was an intentional program to thoroughly reorganize the country s
economic cultural and political landscapes in order to create a dramatically new germany saturated with nazi ideology
World War II: the Encyclopedia of the War Years, 1941-1945 2012-08-15 an exploration of the critical formative years adolf hitler spent in vienna this
study is both a cultural and political portrait of the city and a biography of hitler from 1906 to 1913 photos and line illustrations
Air University Review 1973 there is a continuing interest in the history of hitler s third reich this is a quirky untold story of hitler s third reich that
uncovers the goring brothers bizarre relationship it is illustrated with many rare archive photographs
Building Nazi Germany 2019-08-19 this book offers a close inside account of the psyche of albert speer one of the most powerful men in the third
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reich and a close personal associate of hitler king a nuremberg prosecutor offers firsthand observations based upon his encounter with speer as a
defendant at nuremberg as well as his 35 year relationship with speer which ended with the latter s death in 1981
Inside the Third Reich (Erinnerungen, engl.) Memoirs by Albert Speer 1971 the odysseum explores extraordinary journeys pilgrimages expeditions
and meanders of the mind that helped us to figure out our place in the world we will learn about epic trips to the bottom of the ocean to outer space
and to the deepest cave on earth like climbing an inverted mount everest as well as micro journeys such as xavier de maistre s six week odyssey
around his bedroom and the tale of a nazi who attempted to walk around the world without setting foot outside of his prison brought to you by the
bestselling authors of the odditorium and the mysterium this book is a call to arms to step off the beaten path and embark on your own eccentric
remarkable odyssey
Hitler's Vienna 2000 a generally acknowledged characteristic of modern life namely the temporalization of experience inextricable from our
intensified experience of contingency and difference has until now remained largely outside psychology s purview wherever questions about the
development structure and function of the concept of time have been posed for example by piaget and other founders of genetic structuralism they
have been concerned predominantly with concepts of physical chronometrical time and related concepts e g velocity all the contributions to the
present volume attempt to close this gap a larger number are especially interested in the narration of stories overviews of the relevant literature as
well as empirical case studies appear alongside theoretical and methodological reflections most contributions refer to specifically historical
phenomena and meaning constructions some touch on the subjects of biographical memory and biographical constructions of reality of all the various
affinities between the contributions collected here the most important is their consistent attention to issues of the constitution and representation of
temporal experience
The Warlord and the Renegade 2007-02-01 david edgar s writings address the most basic questions of how humans organize and govern themselves in
modern societies this study brings together the disciplines of political philosophy and theatre studies to approach the leading british playwright as a
political writer and a public social critic edgar uses theatre as a powerful tool of public discourse an aesthetic modality for engaging with and thinking
feeling through the most pressing social issues of the day in this he is a supreme rationalist he deploys character plot and language to explore ideas to
make certain kinds of discursive cases and model hypothetical alternatives reinelt and hewitt analyze twelve of edgar s most important plays including
maydays and pentecost and also provide detailed discussions of key performances and critical reception to illustrate the playwright s artistic
achievement in relation to his contributions as a public figure in british cultural life
The Two Worlds of Albert Speer 1997 experiences of depression is a philosophical exploration of what it is like to be depressed in this important new
book matthew ratcliffe develops a detailed account of depression experiences by drawing on work in phenomenology philosophy of mind and several
other disciplines in so doing he makes clear how phenomenological research can contribute to psychiatry by helping us to better understand patients
experiences as well as informing classification diagnosis and treatment throughout the book ratcliffe also emphasizes the relevance of depression to
philosophical enquiry he proposes that by reflecting on how experiences of depression differ from healthy forms of experience we can refine our
understanding of both hence phenomenological research of this kind has much wider applicability he further shows how the study of depression
experiences can inform philosophical approaches to a range of topics including interpersonal understanding and empathy free will the experience of
time the nature of emotion and feeling what it is to believe something and what it is to hope this book will be of interest to anyone seeking to
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understand and relate to experiences of depression including philosophers psychiatrists clinical psychologists therapists and those who have been
directly or indirectly affected by depression
The Odysseum 2018-10-18 fat boy and the champagne salesman offers a compelling behind the scenes exploration of the road to world war ii and the
invasion of poland by the hitler s third reich focusing on the personal power plays within hitler s inner circle author rush loving details the struggle for
hitler s approval long before the battle for poland had begun the rivalry was between fat boy the moniker given to hermann göring by his fellow nazi
generals and the champagne salesman joachim von ribbentrop nicknamed for his previous career and it was at the heart of germany s plans for the
expansion of the reich into poland göring founder of the lüftwaffe and the man who oversaw the armaments industry was convinced that any invasion
of poland would lead to war with england and france who were committed to its defense von ribbentrop hitler s foreign minister argued that the allies
would stand down and continue their policy of appeasement only one would be proved correct an engrossing and dramatic tale fat boy and the
champagne salesman shows göring and ribbentrop playing a tug of war with hitler s will loving s vivid narrative of the struggle between the two
advisers lends a new understanding of the events leading to the opening days of world war ii
Narration, Identity, and Historical Consciousness 2005 masterful evans demonstrates a fluent style and a sweeping grasp of the third reich s
history and of the enormous historical literature evans s fellow historians as well as a broader public will read this work not quite with pleasure for
there is little joy in this story but with admiration for the author s narrative powers publisher s weekly starred review a new york times bestseller an
absorbing revelatory and definitive account of one of the greatest tragedies in human history adroitly blending narrative description and analysis
richard j evans portrays a society rushing headlong to self destruction and taking much of europe with it interweaving a broad narrative of the war s
progress from a wide range of people evans reveals the dynamics of a society plunged into war at every level the great battles and events of the
conflict are here but just as telling is evans s re creation of the daily experience of ordinary germans in wartime at the center of the book is the nazi
extermi nation of the jews the final book in richard j evan s three volume history of hitler s germany hailed a masterpiece by the new york times the
third reich at war lays bare the most momentous and tragic years of the nazi regime
The Political Theatre of David Edgar 2011-07-14 chapitre 6 p 175 207 consacré à adolphe appia
Experiences of Depression 2015 mnoho dosud nepublikovaných fotografií ze sbírek a fotoalb někdejších dvorních fotografů a působivě zpracované
téma kdy autor často nechává aktéry promlouvat jejich vlastními slovy to jsou hlavní klady této knihy která jako první uceleně pojednává o dvou
významných osobnostech třetí říše v oblasti architektury a stavitelství tehdy představovali fritz todt a albert speer absolutní špičku je ironií že ten
druhý se stal známějším jen díky smrti prvního z nich inženýra a stavitele todta který byl jak se čtenář přesvědčí po všech stránkách
nejkompetentnějším vůdcovým ministrem autorovi se zároveň podařilo prostřednictvím dvojitého životopisu představit vnitřní svět hitlerovy vlády tak
jak ho viděli tehdejší hlavní hráči dokládá fascinaci obou mužů hitlerem a idejemi nacionálního socialismu který je dovedl nejen na vrchol moci ale
také k podílu na zločinech proti lidskosti
Fat Boy and the Champagne Salesman 2022-06-28 on 2nd may 1997 tony blair swept into downing street ending almost twenty years of
conservative government and beginning a decade as prime minister bernard donoughue a labour peer in the house of lords chronicled the path to this
momentous election victory in his diaries and this volume sheds new light on the process of forming government and on life working as a minister in
the house of lords infused with donoughue s trademark wit and insight the diaries covers daily life for a working peer from the committees bill
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discussion and public appearances to political spats both policy related and personal donoughue also casts a wry glance at a peer s extra curricular
events from dinners and other high profile social events to his own favourite hobby horse racing featuring a cast of high profile political characters
this book is a must read for fans of political diaries and anyone with an interest in the inside workings of westminster
The Third Reich at War 2009-03-19 a stunning literary prophecy the international bestseller that caused a sensation when it was published nine
months before the hitler diaries forgery scandal a french aristocrat and his mistress are murdered a mysterious businessman offers the fuehrer s
diaries to a new york publishing house are they a hoax or a record of terrifying truth a controversial historian and his beautiful assistant are
commissioned to find out the answer together they follow a trail that draws them into a terrifying web of conspiracy and slaughter competing forces
fight to publish or suppress hitler s account of the war and secret negotiations with his enemies are the diaries a genuine and shattering revision of
history whose revelation must be prevented or are they a forged sinister attempt to destabilise contemporary cold war politics if the hitler diaries are
authentic then who left the bunker alive
Wagner and the Art of the Theatre 2006-01-01 a comprehensive analysis of hitler s role as the supreme military leader of the third reich across all
the major campaigns there have been many books on adolf hitler and specific military campaigns and battles during the time of the third reich
however there has never been a comprehensive analysis of hitler s role as the supreme military leader of the third reich across all the major
campaigns he combined every senior position in government and the armed forces until he was at the same time supreme commander of the armed
forces chancellor minister of war and commander in chief of the army he was involved in every aspect of the german war effort including new
weapons development how well did he perform these roles he called himself a genius and was described as the greatest german military leader of all
time by one of his most senior military leaders was he what does the evidence show this book analyses each of the third reich s military campaigns
paying special attention to hitler s role in them the book is based entirely on the evidence of the most senior military personnel who were there at the
time from their contemporaneous diaries and subsequent writings the sources used include the diaries and recollections of three chiefs of the army
general staff field marshals rommel von rundstedt von bock von kliest von manstein numerous other senior generals hitler s military adjutants
ministers of his government and evidence from the trial of the major war criminals at nuremberg is there a consistent thread in this evidence the first
volume is called imperfect victories and deals with the polish scandinavian and french campaigns
Hitlerovi inženýři 2015-11-24
Beyond Science in Historical Theory 2006
Westminster Diary 2016-10-31
The Hitler Diaries 2023-08-31
Hitler’s Imperfect Victories
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